We present a fault model designed to bring out the "worst" in iterative solvers based on mathematical properties. Our model introduces substantially higher overhead, but smaller variance, than a fault model based on random bit flips. We also relate the statistics from our experiments back to the solvers' configuration, and briefly address the computational effort that each model requires. Our approach requires significantly fewer resources, while punishing our solvers with undetectable errors that require notable overhead for recovery. This work also illustrates the robustness of our resilient algorithms: Not only do we make forward progress in the presence of pathological faults, we always obtain the correct answer.
INTRODUCTION
Recent studies indicate that large parallel computers will continue to become less reliable as energy constraints tighten, component counts increase, and manufacturing sizes decrease [8, 5] . This unreliability may manifest in two different ways: either as "hard" faults, which cause the loss of one or more parallel processes, or as "soft" faults, which cause incorrect arithmetic or storage, but do not kill the running application.
This paper focuses on soft faults. Specifically, we consider those that corrupt data or computations, without the hardware or system detecting them and notifying the application Publication rights licensed to ACM. ACM acknowledges that this contribution was authored or co-authored by an employee, contractor or affiliate of the United States government. As such, the United States Government retains a nonexclusive, royalty-free right to publish or reproduce this article, or to allow others to do so, for Government purposes only. that a fault occurred. We call this type of soft fault Silent Data Corruption (SDC). SDC is much less frequent than process failures, but much more threatening, since the application may silently return an incorrect answer. In physical simulations, the wrong answer could have costly and even life-threatening consequences. Users' trust in the results of numerical simulations can lead to disaster if those results are wrong, as for example in the 1991 collapse of the Sleipner A oil platform [11] . Unlike with hard faults, applications currently have few recovery strategies. Hardware detection without correction may cost nearly as much as full hardware correction. Hardware vendors can harden chips against soft faults, but doing so will increase chip complexity and likely either increase energy usage or decrease performance. An open field of research and the focus of this paper is designing algorithms that can tolerate SDC.
PRECONDITIONED LINEAR SOLVERS
Our fault model assesses iterative, possibly preconditioned, linear solvers under faults that are not detectable in standard implementations, and that can remain undetectable using low overhead detectors. The model introduces a pessimistic fault. This accounts for our lack of knowledge of exactly which physical events can lead to the worst case for a particular problem and solver combination. We argue that if a numerical approach can tolerate these types of perturbations, then it should be able to tolerate transient arithmetic errors. This minimizes fruitless speculation about how faults manifest in real hardware, and instead asks whether an algorithm can handle challenging numerical faults. The latter presents a fault model that we show produces a much worse case than random bit flips. If it is true that future hardware will allow some transient soft errors, we should assess fault tolerance in algorithms based on a worst-case scenario, rather than the extremely biased case of random bit flips.
Soft Faults and Iterative Methods
Given a direct solver, if a soft fault corrupts arithmetic, the method will reach a (possibly unacceptable) solution in a bounded, known number of steps. Iterative methods behave differently. They may 1) "converge through" the error, taking no more iterations than in the error-free case; 2) converge but take more iterations; 3) stagnate -reach the maximum iteration count without improving the initial approximation; or 4) become divergent -oscillate wildly or have rapid error growth such that the solver "explodes" toward infinity. In the latter two cases, the solver fails to produce an acceptable solution. Stagnation relates to the maximal attainable ac-curacy, which bounds below the accuracy an iterative solver can reach in finite-precision arithmetic. If a soft error introduces error sufficient to damage the maximal attainable accuracy, then the solver may stagnate.
Pessimistic faults have mathematical interpretations. For example, they may introduce a fictitious, abnormally large eigenvalue to the matrix A. Iterative solvers approximate the solution as a linear combination of basis vectors that are weighted by the largest eigenvalues in the system. The fault will thus make the solver converge to a bogus solution dominated by the fictitious eigenvalue. Also, iterative solvers are often used for solving discretized versions of elliptic partial differential equations (PDEs). Their solutions must satisfy the maximum principle: their maximum must be found on the boundary. One may view a soft fault as a (transient) violation of this principle. Alternatively, a "bad" soft error may make the problem appear to have a nonmathematical discontinuity.
Our fault model evolves from these mathematical interpretations. We model faults as a specific MPI process returning a bad vector from its preconditioner application. We generate faults in two ways: a fault may 1) scale its contribution to the global vector, or 2) permute its local portion of the global vector. Permutations preserve the vector's norm, while making its contents incorrect. This models discontinuity. Scaling increases or decreases the norm of the vector predictably. This, or directly corrupting inner product or norm results, perturbs the eigenvalue approximations. Corrupting the basis vectors also makes the algorithm search for a solution in the wrong direction. Our numerical fault model suffices to cause stagnation or divergence in non-restarted solvers.
Selective Reliability
Our fault-tolerance strategy rests on relating numerical methods that naturally correct errors to system-level fault tolerance. In particular, we assume a selective reliability or "sandboxing" programming model [6] that lets algorithm developers isolate faults to certain parts of the algorithm in a coarse-grained way. In our scheme, we enforce that the outer solver be reliable, while letting the inner solver run in an unreliable mode. We aim to spend most of our computation time in cheap "unreliable" computations, while minimizing the time we spend in the presumably expensive outer solve.
Analytically, any faults that occur in the inner solver manifest as a "different preconditioner" to the outer solver. We choose Flexible GMRES [9] as the outer solver, since it can tolerate a preconditioner that changes between iterations. As an inner solver, we use the Generalized Minimal Residual Method (GMRES) from Saad and Schultz [10] . We show results for the resulting system, called FT-GMRES, that uses a multigrid preconditioner (MueLu) and solves a Poisson problem. Multigrid is the preferred preconditioner for Poisson problems.
Implementation
We implemented our solvers using the Tpetra [1] sparse linear algebra package in the Trilinos framework [7] and validated them against both MATLAB and the solvers in Trilinos' Belos package [2] . Implementing our solvers using Trilinos lets us benefit from the scalability and performance of its sparse matrices and dense vectors.
RESULTS

Methodology
We previously described how we corrupt the preconditioner's output. To evaluate the impact of our preconditioned solvers in the presence of SDC, we perform the following steps:
1. Solve the problem injecting no SDC, and compute the number of times, K, the preconditioner was applied. 2. For all j in [ Fig. 1 shows a side-by-side comparison of the overhead introduced from random bit flips and our numerical fault model. Here, we use no detection mechanism and force our solver to roll through all errors.
Model Comparisons
Each plot represents a different fault model, so the results cannot be compared geometrically. The intent of the figure is to illustrate the overhead we observe given faults from each model. Recognize the overheads have roughly the same range, yet the variance in Fig. 1a is considerably higher than our model (Fig. 1b) . We address this in greater detail in § 3.4. Note, Fig. 1a shows the highest overhead when all 32 subdomains inject the 58th or 59th exponent bit flips. This is not a weakness in our model. Those specific faults introduce very large magnifications into the vector, but not large enough to create an infinite or not-a-number value. Elliott et al. [3] explored exactly this scenario of faults and proposed a low overhead detector that efficiently filters such errors with O(1) cost. For this exact reason our results analyze scaling factors that would slip through such a filter. Only the largest scaling factor, 1 × 10 5 , would be detected by a projection bound.
Next, we enable both explicit residual ( Ax − b ) and projection bound tests per each inner iteration in Fig. 2 . The resulting colorbar bounds are similar for both the numerical model and the bit flip model. That is, both models require a maximum overhead in the range of 100% − 120%. This also exposes the trouble with bit flip injection: bit position does not affect the introduced overhead consistently. For example, exponent bits sometimes introduce high overhead, while mantissa bits can introduce overhead proportional to exponent bits. Notice that the right-most column of the numerical fault model is not the highest overhead -this is (a) Overhead given no attempt to detect and respond to faults with a random bit flip model. due to a very low overhead detector, whereas checking the explicit residual requires a preconditioner apply.
Computational Effort
Our fault model captures hard to detect, yet numerically challenging faults. The largest overhead is easily characterized by our model and requires substantially less experimentation. For example, each shaded region constitutes one trial (of which we compute a mean). Clearly evaluating 25 unique experiments is much cheaper than evaluating 64 × 5 experiments. Moreover, if the experiment is not designed to account for the bias introduced by random bit flips, the mean will approximate optimistic overheads.
Expected Overhead Comparison
We compute the expected overhead across all experiments, i.e., compute the expected value for each row of these graphs. It becomes clear by inspection that our approach captures a worst-case scenario well beyond that of random bit flipping. That is, we are ensuring our algorithms can tolerate "bad" undetectable errors -error cases that random bit flips fail to expose -since we lack knowledge of exactly which values are the most sensitive. If an algorithm can handle our fault model, it can certainly handle the errors introduced by random bit flips.
We now compute the expected overhead given all samples for a given number of faulty subdomains. This computes the expected value for a "row" of the prior figures. For our numerical model, this entails grouping all scaling factors together, while for the bit flip model this considers an equally likely chance of flipping any of the 64 bits in the IEEE-754 representation. Table 1 summarizes the expectation across all experiments for a given number of faulty subdomains when no reactive fault tolerance is used. This corresponds to Figures 1a and 1b . Clearly, our numerical faults are much worse than bit flips. Our model tends to create roughly 25 additional preconditioner applies, because our inner solver iterates 25 iterations (max) per inner solve. Our faults are sufficient to require an entire inner solve. We then obtain our solution in the next inner iteration, requiring roughly the failure free number of iterations (6) . This gives a total iteration (and preconditioner apply) count of approximately 25+6. Our model has significantly smaller variance than what random bit flips would have introduced. This indicates that our model consistently introduces poor behavior, which is our intent. Table 2 analyzes the overhead if we check explicit residuals and projection lengths [3] inside the inner solver (Fig. 2a) . Again, we show that random bit flips present very optimistic overheads. The reason for this was rigorously addressed by Elliott et al. [4] . Even with fault detection enabled, our fault model is still sufficient to show high overhead. This is desired. The faults we introduce are not necessarily detectable immediately. This forces our solvers to iterate 2-3 iterations before finally reaching a divergent state that is detectable. These are precisely the events we wish to study -faults that are undetectable, yet cause the solvers to eventually reach an invalid state. This motivates the study of low-overhead detection mechanisms. 
CONCLUSION
We have presented results based on a fault model that allows us to characterize the numerical errors introduced by faults, and have shown that this model encompasses the range of overhead that the random bit flip model can introduce. Our fault model does not aim to predict the actual behavior of SDC. Rather, it shows a case sufficiently "bad" for us to assess how our fault-tolerance strategies behave when presented with very damaging SDC.
Our approach is a very different way of assessing preconditioned iterative linear solvers given an uncertain fault model. Rather than focus on what specifically constitutes a fault, we force our solvers to work through numerically challenging events. We specifically tune our fault model to inject errors that are not necessarily detectable. Our errors live inside the solvers' valid norm bounds, and empirically we observe our errors may cause divergence in latter iterations rather than immediately. We compare our model to that of random bit flips, showing that random bit flip injection is not likely to show worstcase overhead. We support this through a methodical injection of bit flips, and by computing statistics over all experiments, as well as per bit position. Furthermore, we show our approach produces very predictable variance, irrespective of the number of processes that are faulty.
